Digital Classes

1. We are able to understand the concepts that we can’t understand by reading text book.
2. Listening skills are improved.
3. I am able to remember what I have seen.
4. We can understand the lessons quickly and easily.
5. We are able to gain more knowledge.
6. We hear nice explanations.
7. We get extra information.
8. I can remember the content for a long time.
9. I am able to learn map pointing very quickly.
10. We can learn many things about the history of ancient things in social studies.
11. The pictures, photos and videos given in every topic are very interesting.
12. We are understanding the concepts of group subjects.
13. Brief introduction at the beginning of every lesson is very nice.
14. We can solve many problems in the exercises given here.
15. It provides more information, many examples and pictures.
16. By answering ‘Knowledge Check’, I feel confident about the subject.
17. We are able to understand the lessons and experiments easily.
18. Our teachers are able to explain the lessons very effectively with the help of digital classes.
19. Teachers are showing some motivational videos. They are helping us to improve ourselves.
20. I learn new things like global warming, pollution, agriculture, smoking and Andhra charitra.
21. I am improving my mapping skills.
22. We are learning to do the science experiments.
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